Director: Abby Black abbyb@allendale-twp.org
Youth Services Librarian: Ashley Johnson ashleyjohnson@allendale-twp.org
Circulation Assistants: Ann Bates annbates@allendale-twp.org
ReAnn Woody
Sarah Kenny
Tawnee Szczepanek
Kristie Feguer
Emily Hahn
Library Pages: Hilary Prins

Substitute Library Pages/ Circulation Assistants: Elijah King Lucy Schuiling

Hours Open: M T Th 9-8; W 1-8; F Sat 9-5
Service Area: Legal Area: Allendale Township
Contract Area: Tallmadge Township 100%
Populations Served: 35,384
Type: Township Law: PA 164 of 1877
State Class: V
Fiscal Year: 01/01 – 12/31